Solution Brief

Protecting Cloud Infrastructure

Automation-driven detection and response

As the need for rapid deployment, scalability and
operational flexibility with modern information
technology grows, organizations are increasingly
turning to cloud-based infrastructure-as-a-service
(IaaS) to meet their technology needs more cost
effectively and efficiently. But with this change
comes an entirely new set of threats that you need
to address.
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According to research:
• 90% of companies are on the cloud [451]
• 99% of security failures in the cloud through 2025
will be caused by customers [Gartner].
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• 90% of organizations that fail to control public cloud
use will inappropriately share sensitive data [Gartner]
A skilled security analyst can identify both inadvertent and
malicious security risks, but investigating every potential
incident is a time-consuming and largely manual process.
With LogicHub SOAR+, you can reduce the entire cloud
infrastructure detection, triage and response life cycle to
seconds or minutes.

The LogicHub Solution
LogicHub’s SOAR+ platform delivers automated detection and response at scale, automatically
analyzing logs and events generated by your cloud infrastructure to identify suspicious and
malicious indicators indicating compromised assets. And these indicators can be automatically
mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK framework to ensure a best practices approach. LogicHub can
analyze, triage and respond to millions of events and alerts per day, ensuring that nothing slips
through the cracks.
LogicHub cloud infrastructure playbooks monitor IaaS activity and automatically detect both
malicious and inadvertent threats and triage alerts to rapidly detect true attacks. For example,
playbooks can continuously hunt for common user-created compromises, like exposed cloud
infrastructure keys and mis-configured cloud assets. When a threat is detected, it automatically
executes actions that would otherwise be manual and slow, like disabling an exposed
key, blocking an IP or adding it to a security group, disabling a user account or stopping a
compromised instance.
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Solution Brief: Automated Phishing Triage

Detecting Exposed Cloud Infrastructure Keys
Challenge: The way that many cloud-based IaaS environments are
architected creates shared vulnerabilities that allow malicious access
to a resource or service to easily escalate to account level access.
This allows an attacker extensive access within an account that can
easily go unnoticed. For example, temporary keys extracted from a
compromised host could be used to gain API access to other services
for that account. Once access is granted, an attacker has extensive
access to the complete environment that few organizations are looking
for actively.
Solution: LogicHub playbooks can automatically detect and respond
to this type of activity and help expedite response in multiple ways.
When Amazon detects exposed AWS API keys, they send an email
notifying the appropriate resources. LogicHub can continuously watch
for those emails and when one is received, can automatically pull the
API key from the email and disable it to prevent it from being used in
an attack. LogicHub can also automatically hunt for exposed keys on
repositories like GitHub or Pastebin and then notify the appropriate
personnel while disabling the exposed key. And LogicHub can also use
machine learning to baseline normal activity tied to the use of AWS API
keys to automatically detect and respond to malicious activity.

LogicHub SOAR+ Benefits
With the LogicHub SOAR+platform,
you can reduce the entire phishing
detection, triage and response life
cycle to seconds or minutes. Benefits
include:
• Integration with any IaaS (Amazon
AWS, Google Cloud, Microsoft
Azure, etc..)
• Easy-to-use playbook builder to
easily create comprehensive IaaS
detection and response playbooks
• Extensive one-click and fully
automated incident response
actions for rapid mitigation that
adapts to your requirement
• Options for SOAR-as-a-service and
automation-driven MDR to minimize
operating overhead

How it works
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Analyze and
Investigate
Get user details associated
with relevant usernames for
investigation
Collect and filter log and
management events for
analysis

Collect details on cloud
instances and security groups
to provide event context
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Detect and
Triage

Retrieve user, instance,
and/or security group details
for threat assessment and
risk scoring
Query log and event data
for additional threat context
and risk analysis
Get IP Addresses for
additional anlysis
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Respond and
Contain
Delete IAM users
Allow or deny IP address to
network ACLs
Add or remove IP to a
security group or list
Start or stop an instance or
VM
Automatically create a
resource group

To learn more about the LogicHub MDR+ visit: logichub.com/SOAR
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